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Abstract
This paper presents a framework for performance-based
animation and retargeting of high-resolution face models from
motion capture. A novel method is introduced for learning
a mapping between sparse 3D motion capture markers and
dense high-resolution 3D scans of face shape and appearance.
A high-resolution facial expression space is learnt from a set
of 3D face scans as a person specific morphable model. Sparse
3D face points sampled at the motion capture marker positions
are used to build a corresponding low-resolution expression
space to represent the facial dynamics from motion capture.
Radial basis function interpolation is used to automatically
map the low-resolution motion capture of facial dynamics to
the high-resolution facial expression space. This produces a
high-resolution facial animation with the detailed shape and
appearance of real facial dynamics. Retargeting is introduced
to transfer facial expressions to a novel subject captured from
a single photograph or 3D scan. The subject specific high-
resolution expression space is mapped to the novel subject
based on anatomical differences in face shape. Results facial
animation and retargeting demonstrate realistic animation of
expressions from motion capture.
1 Introduction
Producing convincing 3D animated models of real facial
dynamics for speech and expression is a difficult problem
due to the sensitivity of human perception to the nuances
of facial appearance and movement. In film production two
approaches are used to achieve believable facial animation of
real actors: highly skilled manual animation using key-frame
face poses; and performance driven animation which maps
the movement of an actors face captured using visual markers
onto a 3D face model [11]. Performance-based animation can
achieve highly realistic facial dynamics but requires mapping
the movement of sparse marker points to the high-resolution
model. Manipulation of detailed facial models to achieve
realistic animation from motion capture is a highly skilled and
time consuming manual process. In this paper we introduce
a framework for the automated production of highly detailed
facial animation of expressions from motion capture data,
illustrated in Figure 1.
The proposed approach combines capture of a set of static
3D scans of facial expressions for a specific person, giving
high spatial resolution of shape and appearance (≈ 100K
points) but no temporal information, with marker-based
motion capture sequences which give high-temporal resolution
(100 − 400Hz) but low spatial resolution (15 − 100 points).
Static 3D scans of facial expression have sufficient spatial
resolution to capture fine surface detail together with texture
mapped appearance. Conversely, motion capture of a sparse
set of marker points captures the gross shape dynamics
of facial deformation but does not have sufficient spatial
resolution to capture fine surface details. The objective of the
framework proposed in this paper is to achieve high-resolution
animation of faces with the detail of static 3D scans together
with the natural dynamics of motion capture. A methodology
is presented to automatically map from a low-resolution space
of facial expression dynamics to a high-resolution facial
expression space. Corresponding low and high resolution
expression spaces are learnt from the captured 3D face
scans for a specific individual. This mapping allows the
rendering of facial animations with high-resolution shape
and appearance from a motion capture performance. Facial
animation reproduces the learnt details of skin deformation
learnt from the static scans whilst reproducing the natural
dynamics of the subject’s performance. This provides an
automated procedure for high-resolution performance-based
facial animation without the requirement for highly skilled
manual instrumentation of a facial model.
The learnt model is person specific requiring a set of 3D scans
of facial expressions together with the motion capture of the
subject. To facilitate the animation of a different person from
a single photograph or 3D scan we introduce a method of
re-targeting the learnt model based on anatomical difference
in facial shape. In the case of a single photograph as input an
inter-person morphable model of facial shape and appearance
[1] is used to reconstruct the novel subject. Retargeting the
learnt model allows performance based animation of a novel
subject from the motion capture of the original person with
detailed skin deformation derived from the person specific
model. Results are demonstrated for facial animation of
celebrities derived from a single photograph. Contributions of
the proposed framework include:
• A method for learning a mapping between sparse 3D motion
capture data of facial dynamics and high-resolution static 3D
face scans.
• Automatic high-resolution animation of facial dynamics
from motion capture with the detailed wrinkles and facial
appearance captured in static 3D scans.
• Retargeting of captured facial dynamics to novel subjects
Figure 1: An overview of presented approach.
in order to animate high resolution models from a single
photograph.
Our method overcomes limitation of previous performance
based animation techniques requiring highly skilled and
time-consuming manipulation for animation of facial models
from motion capture. Currently the approach is limited to
animation of facial expressions, future work will address the
high-resolution animation of speech and emotion with natural
facial dynamics.
2 Background
There have been a wide range of techniques for animating
human facial models since Parke’s [10] seminal work on
parametric models. These methods can be categorized by how
they attempt to represent and control the face (e.g. geometric
deformation vs. physical models of the face) and how these
models are manipulated over time to produce animation (e.g.
morph-targets vs. data-driven approaches).
Geometric free-form deformation techniques directly
manipulate the surface of a model using intermediary
controls such as points [8], splines [14], and surface patches
[15]. As these controls are manipulated the deformation is
transferred to the target facial surface. In contrast, physically-
based techniques attempt to mimic the structure and function
of the human face. Most commonly the elastic nature of
facial skin is modelled using mass-spring systems [6] or
finite-element models [5]. Unfortunately, physical models of
the face tend to be very computationally expensive, reducing
their applicability to real-time animation systems.
Another form of facial modelling relies upon building
statistical representations of the face from multiple samples
of different expressions. A common technique used for this
is principal component analysis (PCA) which can create
an orthogonal basis for facial expression based upon the
statistics of the covariance matrix [1]. PCA is beneficial
because it can also be used for compression and denoising
of the facial model by culling components corresponding
to low variation in the original samples. Other techniques
for dimensionality reduction have been proposed including
independent component analysis (ICA) [7] and non-linear
methods such as Isomap [4].
Animation techniques define how the controls of a facial
model are varied over time to reproduce correct dynamics.
Traditionally, morph targets are used to produce animation,
where each expression in the sequence is a finite combination
of pre-modelled expressions. However, morph-based
techniques do not conform well to how real facial expressions
change over time. Motion capture allows points on the face
to be accurately tracked over time, and these points can be
used to manipulate a facial model directly [18]. Whilst most
animation produced is subject-specific (i.e. fixed to the identity
of one person) it can be beneficial to define techniques to
transfer animation between models of different individuals.
This retargeting of facial animation is typically performed by
defining a mapping between the two individual models and
using this mapping to transfer motion vectors embedded at the
vertices [9] or control points [13].
3 Framework for high-resolution facial animation from
sparse capture
3.1 System overview
The work presented here can be subdivided into two clear parts
(as shown in the figure 1):
1. Subject specific animation model.
• Learnt sparse model of facial dynamics
• Model of high resolution facial shape and
appearance.
2. Retargeting animation to a novel subject.
• Inter-subject morphable model of shape and
appearance
• Learnt intra-person model of facial expressions for
3D shape and appearance
Person-specific model of facial dynamics A high-resolution
dataset for a single subject consisting of static 3D scans of a
chosen set of expressions (happiness, sadness, anger, disgust,
surprise, fear and neutral) is collected for several degrees
of intensity in each expression. The following registration
step brings all the input meshes in one-to-one correspondence
with a generic facial model mesh. The registered texture
maps are estimated given a mapping from the generic mesh
to the texture coordinates. The statistics of 3D facial surface
variations are learned based on the morphable model of shape
and texture. Spatially low resolution (19 markers) 3D motion
capture recorded for the same subject is used here to learn
the dynamics of facial expressions. The combination of both
statistical models (3D scans and 3D motion capture) gives a
framework for production of high resolution 3D animation of
faces from motion capture.
Retargeting of animation to novel subjects The approach
discussed above is extended to retargeting of captured facial
dynamics to different subjects. The 3D shape and appearance
of a new subject is estimated from a single photograph with an
inter-person morphable model framework [1]. Similarly to the
first part of method, the resulting 3D expression scans are used
to learn the statistics of facial surface changes. The mapping
between the facial dynamics of the first performer and the
high resolution model of 3D scans of facial expressions for the
second subject is learned, which allows automatic retargeting
of a facial dynamics between the subjects.
3.2 Parameterization
This work combines two different types of 3D data:
• 3D static scans, which offer high geometric fidelity of the
mesh, but low temporal resolution.
• Motion capture (mocap) data, which can be recorded at a
high framerate, but only provides spatially low resolution
data.
The presented system consists of two morphable models: 1) a
model of the low resolution mocap data; 2) a model of the high
resolution scans.
To enable combination of these two data sources we register
both with a common generic model. Inter-person statistics
are then learnt. The mapping between these spaces is defined
automatically from a number of known correspondences within
both model spaces.
3.2.1 High-resolution expression model space
45 high-resolution static 3D scans of 7 basic facial expressions
(with several degrees of intensity) were recorded with
Figure 2: From left to right: input 3D scan(with
texture, shaded and mesh representation), generic mesh (low
resolution, shaded and twice subdivided), output registered
3D face (with texture, shaded and mesh)
commercial 3D scanner (3dMDFaceTM System). The facial
meshes vary in the number of vertices and mesh structure,
therefore a registration procedure (see fig. 2) is needed in order
to assure one-to-one correspondence.
Deformable face model registration A set of landmark
points is labelled on generic mesh and every 3D expression
scan. These points are chosen to mark distinctive facial features
(e.g., tip of the nose). The landmarks points are set at the
same locations as 3D motion capture markers during mocap
data collection step. We refer to the landmark points as
Dsubi for i-th face scan (see fig. 3). Selecting the points
for registration assures that these mesh coordinates undergo
minimal changes (less than 0.1 mm of magnitude) during the
registration process. We use the registration method presented
in [17] which can be separated into three main stages: global
mapping; local matching; energy minimization.
During the global mapping stage, the sets of landmarks of the
generic mesh and a 3D scan are aligned using the thin plate
spline interpolation technique [3], that smoothly deforms the
generic mesh in order to minimize the bending energy. The
second stage comprises a search for the most similar point on
the 3D scan for every vertex on the generic mesh within a given
search radius of 10mm. The similarity measure between two
vertices is defined by a weighted sum of the distance between
Figure 4: First 2 principal components of 3D shape
morphable model. The green stars mark the locations of
original 3D scans.
them, the angle between their normals, and the difference
between their curvatures. The final set of matches is used to
guide the energy minimization process that deforms the generic
mesh to the 3D scan. More details can be found in [17]. The
registration process is illustrated in figure 2. Texture maps are
obtained by warping the original texture image to the generic
mesh texture coordinates. A resolution of 6600 vertices was
found to be sufficient to preserve the facial surface detail close
to the one which was present in the 3D scanner data.
High resolution model of facial 3D shape and appearance
Given the registration of all 3D scans with a common
3D model Di the morphable model is constructed. The
learnt model used here is a variation of work of Blanz and
Vetter [1]. PCA is used here to learn the statistics of facial
surface and texture changes with expression from 3D scans.
This allows us to extract the common modes of variation
within the input static data scans. A 3D shape of a face
can be presented as a vector consisting of x, y, z triplets
Dsi = (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, . . . , xm, ym, zm)
T , i =∈ 1, 45.
Similarly a single texture can be presented as a vector of R,G,B
triplets Dti = (R1, G1, B1, R2, G2, B2, . . . , Rn, Gn, Bn)
T ,
i =∈ 1, 45. After performing PCA [12] each shape Dsi and
texture Dti can be represented within the model space as
vectors of parameters:
Dˆsi = (α1, α2, . . . , αM ) (1)
Dˆti = (β1, β2, . . . , βN ) (2)
Dsi = Ds +
M∑
j=1
αi · dsi (3)
Dti = Dt +
N∑
j=1
βi · dti (4)
The number of principal components is then reduced to m =
41 for shape and to n = 43 for texture which preserves the
accuracy level to 99% of the observed variance. Figure 4
shows the first two principal components of morphable model
Figure 3: 3D expression scans are subsampled at the labelled locations which correspond to the positions of motion capture
markers.
space. This model can be used to produce novel expressive face
animations via key-frame interpolation. The parameters of this
model are derived to produce a high resolution version of the
face matching dynamics of an input mocap sequence
3.2.2 Low resolution model of facial dynamics
The motion data was captured using an infra-red optical motion
capture system with active markers (Coda). 19 markers were
placed on the face of performer. 3D markers positions were
captured at a rate of 100 frames per second. The system
delivers raw 3D data. The data is post processed to compensate
for the noise and errors. To allow further statistical analysis,
data is rigidly aligned to the same coordinate system. The
recorded motion capture data used in this paper consists of a 30
seconds sequence and includes the transitions between selected
expression states: happy, surprise, angry, neutral, sad, disgust
and fear.
Sparse Model The PCA model described in the previous
section is used to animate the face from captured motion data.
We automatically select a set of key-frames Ssub, from motion
capture frames S which have the minimal distance to the subset
of 3D facial meshesDsub. The similarity measure is the sum of
square differences. 3D motion capture key-frames Ssubi , i =∈
1, 45 were rearranged into a vector form. Each vector is a 3D
motion capture frame stored in terms of x, y, z coordinates of
all vertices k, k ∈ 1, 19
Ssubi = (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, . . . , xk, yk, zk)
T , i =∈ 1, 45
(5)
Finally, we perform PCA to define a parametric space for the
facial dynamics. The number of principal components is then
reduced to m = 12 to preserve 99% variance of original data.
Each motion capture frame can be now represented as a linear
combination of orthogonal eigenvectors:
Smocapi = S +
m∑
j=1
γi · si (6)
Figure 5: Motion capture representation within the model
space plotted across two first principal components. Blue
curve is the motion capture frames projected into the model
space. Projections of subset of 3D facial meshes Dˆsi , i =∈
1, 45 onto the model are marked with green stars.
Projection of motion capture frames onto the orthogonal
basis of morphable model space results in each frame
corresponding to a parameter vector within this space
Sˆmocapi = (γ1, γ2, . . . , γm). Using the same orthogonal basis
the subset of 3D facial meshes Dsubi , i =∈ 1, 45 is then also
projected onto the model space. Figure 5 shows the first two
principal components of the model space. The blue curve
corresponds to the motion capture frames within the model
space. The subset of 3D facial meshes Dˆsubi is marked with
green stars.
3.3 Low to High resolution Mapping
3.3.1 Correspondence
There is a direct correspondence between the subset of 3D
mesh data Dsubi and full 3D mesh D
s
i . This results into the
direct relation between their projections Dˆsubi and Dˆ
s
i into the
sparse and dense model spaces:
• a parameter vector Dˆsubi = (γ1, γ2, . . . γm) - a projection
of Dsubi into the sparse model space, that has been built
based on the key-frames of motion capture.
Figure 6: A mapping from sparse to dense model space.
• a parameter vector Dˆsi = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) - a projection
of Dsi into the dense model space that has been
constructed from the full 3D meshes.
The parameter vectors Dˆsubi and Dˆ
s
i are then rearranged into
the matrix form: Dˆsub and Dˆs correspondingly.
3.3.2 RBF-mapping
Based on the known correspondences between Dˆsub and Dˆs
we define an radial basis functions(RFB)-based mapping. In
the generic case radial basis functions have the following form:
y(x) =
N∑
i=1
ω · φ(‖x− ci‖) (7)
φ(r) = r2 · log(r) (8)
Here the approximated function y(x) is represented as a sum
of N radial basis functions, each associated with a different
center ci, and weighted by an appropriate coefficient wi. In
this work the thin plate spline is chosen as the basis function
(see eq. 3.3.2), although, a similar results can be obtained with
other choices of basis.
Based on the constructed mapping every parameter vector
Sˆmocapi that results from projection of motion capture data
inside the sparse model space is projected onto the Dˆmocapi
parameter vector within the dense model space. A novel 3D
face can be generated as a weighted sum of eigenfaces for
each parameter vector. This means that a high resolution 3D
mesh is associated with every motion capture frame. Moreover,
RBFs have useful properties to preserve the relative distances
between data samples during the mapping process, which
preserves the realism of each generated animation sequence.
As can be seen in figure 6 the trajectory of motion capture
within the sparse model space has similar characteristics to
its projection into dense model space. The motion capture
trajectory is mapped to the texture morphable model in a
similar fashion.
3.4 Retargeting animation to a single 3D model or
photograph
It is useful to be able to cross-map animation recorded with
motion capture data of one performer to animate a 3D face
model (a single 3D scan or a number of scans) of another
subject. In a generic case a single photograph of a second
subject can be used to estimate a 3D scan of a second person.
After the 3D scan is reconstructed the work follows the stages
which are selected in the fig. 1 with the red rectangle:
expression transfer, modelling and animation.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7: A single photograph is used to estimate a
corresponding 3D shape and texture information based on
morphable model of identity.
To extract full 3D models from 2D photographs we used a
morphable model based on the morphable model methodology
described earlier in this paper. For more information on the
methodology for constructing a morphable model the reader
may refer to [2, 1]. Our data base consists of 70 human faces of
males and females of different age groups and races, and was
collected using a 3dMDFaceTM System. Since the database
for building the morphable model was also registered using the
method in [16]; any 3D reconstruction obtained by fitting the
model to a 2D photograph can be readily used in the expression
transfer process described in section 3.4.1. Fig. 7 (a) and (b)
show the examples of 3D estimation results.
3.4.1 Expression Transfer
Expression transfer is done by measuring the vertex
displacement that occurs between two different expressive
states of a 3D face and then mapping the displacement to a
different 3D face for which one of the two expressive states is
known. In our work, we always use a neutral (expressionless)
state as a reference from which we measure the vertex
displacement to different expressions.
To transfer an expression from face A to face B we use a
Figure 8: A scheme of expression transfer.
(a)
(b)
Figure 9: The masked texture differences between expression
scan and neutral expressions are used to add the wrinkle
detail.
neutral 3D sample of each (AN and BN respectively) and a
3D sample of A bearing the desired expression (AE). A subset
of 8 vertices is identified on the three samples: AN , BN and
AE. The subsets from BN and AE are aligned to the subset
of AN . The resulting transformations are applied to BN and
AE respectively bringing all three samples to alignment. To
estimate a sample of B (BE) bearing the same expression as
AE, a displacement vector ~vi for each vertex i is calculated by
subtracting the ith vertex of AN from the ith vertex of BN .
BE is then found by adding ~vi to the ith vertex of BN . Note
that ~vi can be weighted by a constant k to emphasize (k > 1)
or deemphasize (0 < k < 1) the transferred expression. Since
the anatomy of A and B may vary considerably the addition of
the displacement vectors to BN can cause structural distortion
of the polygons in BE, and some times over-folding. To
avoid this effect, local and global mean filtering is applied to
BE. The local filter acts only on those polygons which are
found to over-fold by replacing each vertex by the mean value
of its connected second order neighbourhood. A Polygon is
identified as over-folded when the signs of the x, y, and z
components of its normal in BN are inverted in BE. The
global filter replaces the value of each vertex by the mean value
of its connected neighbours smoothing the mesh structure of
BE. Figure 8 shows the result of transferring a smile from a
3D scan of a female to that of a male.
3.4.2 Adding the Details
The low level texture details such as wrinkles add significant
realism to the animation. A procedure similar to the expression
transfer of the shape deformations is applied to add the
expression details in texture. The RGB textures may contain
some lighting variations as well as expression specific color
changes(wrinkles and skin folds), therefore a special care has
to be taken while cross-mapping texture differences from actor
A to another subject B. A mask is used to select the regions
of interest in the texture map specific to the wrinkles such
as mouth furrows and the region around the eyes. To avoid
the colour changes that may be specific to the skin colour
of performer the texture differences are then converted to
gray-scale. The resulting greyscale image is then added to
RGB texture channels of the subject B. Figure 9 shows the
results of adding the texture detail for the happy expression.
3.4.3 Animation
A straightforward way to cross-map the animation is to
independently transfer the expressions from every frame of the
dense 3D animation sequence. This approach gives plausible
results; however, one drawback of it is that one needs to store
every frame of the animation sequence. This can be solved by
applying a parameterization scheme of the data which allows a
compact representation of animation within the model space.
Given that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
expressions of person A and transferred expressions of person
B, our technique is extended to map between the motion
capture trajectory within the sparse model space of person A
to the person specific morphable model of expressions built
for person B. A final animation of high resolution 3D scans
of person B is produced by reconstructing corresponding 3D
Figure 10: Selected frames from the animation results. Upper raw: original motion capture frames of expressions of the first
subject, results of the mapping to the morphable model space for the same subject. Lower two raws: expression crossmapping
to animate a single 3D scan of another subject.
Figure 11: The comparison of the result of expression retargeting of happy expression. From left to right: expression transfer
result for happy expression, original photograph; result of adding expression modified 2D face into original photograph; a
real photograph of the same subject with similar expression.
frames from their parameter vectors within the model space.
4 Results and Evaluation
4.1 High-resolution animation from motion capture
4.1.1 Animation
One of the possible evaluation scheme of produced facial
animation is a frame-by-frame comparison of animation
results to original motion capture data. Figure 10 presents
such comparison. The first two rows of figure 10 the reader
can see the animation results for a cross-mapping of facial
dynamics from motion capture data to the dense 3D scans
of the same person. As the reader may notice the dense 3D
animation frames reflect the expressions changes which are
present in the motion capture frames. A quantitative analysis
of animation results is done here by comparing original motion
capture points which are representative of facial expressions
to corresponding vertices of the resulting 3D dense scan
animation frames which were sampled at the locations where
motion capture markers have been placed. The Y coordinate
of the points on the middle of outer contour of upper and
lower lips is displayed for the original motion capture data,
our results are compared with key-frame interpolation (where
the key-frames were selected by hand). Figures 12 (a) and (b)
show that the results of our method give a smoother trajectory
which is closer to original motion data than a standard
key-frame interpolation approach. However, the results of
our method are still far from a real motion capture coordinate
positions. In future we plan to solve this by adding additional
constraints during the registration step and improving the
mapping procedure.
4.2 Retargeting animation to a 3D model
A comparison of a retargeted expression with an original
photograph can be seen in figure 11. It shows an original
photograph that is used here to estimate 3D shape and texture
of the subject B, expression retargeting result for a happy
expression and a real photograph of the same individual in the
different lighting conditions performing a similar expression.
One may see that although the results of expression retargeting
preserve the realism of resulting expression, there are
noticeable differences in the expression style from the real
smile of the same individual. It happens due to the fact that
proposed morphable model is based on the data of a single
performer (performer A) and thus it can’t accurately represent
inter-personal variations for different expressions. Therefore,
during the expression transfer stage it can’t reliably predict
specific personal characteristics of an individuals smile style.
The selected frames from the animation sequence of expression
retargeting to animate the dense scans of another subjects are
presented in the lower two rows of the figure 10. The results
demonstrate that the current method works for the expression
retargeting to animate a single photograph or 3D scan of other
subjects. This is important as it allows automating of a standard
animation pipeline when motion capture is used to animate
a photograph or a 3D mesh of an performer which is not
available for recording in the studio. The realism of expression
retargeting can be increased in future by adding a person-
specific model of facial expressions.
5 Conclusion
This paper has introduced a framework for high-resolution
facial animation from sparse marker-based motion capture.
The approach learns corresponding high and low resolution
facial expression spaces from a set of 3D scans of a specific
person. Radial basis function interpolation is used to map
motion capture trajectories of facial dynamics from the
low to high resolution spaces. Results demonstrate that
this enables high-resolution animation of facial expressions
with the detailed skin wrinkling and appearance captured
in 3D face scans and the natural dynamics from motion
capture. The approach allows automatic performance-based
animation of a subject from motion capture sequences without
the requirement for highly skilled and time-consuming
manipulation of a facial model. Retargeting of the learnt facial
model enables animation of a novel subject from a single
photograph or 3D scan. The approach uses the difference
in facial anatomy to retarget the motion capture to a new
person. This allows the novel subject to be animated with
the high-resolution details of skin wrinkling derived from
the learnt person specific expression model. Results have
been demonstrated for animation of models for celebrities
derived from a single photograph. Currently this work is
limited to facial expressions animation. Future research should
address the problem of high-resolution animation of speech
and emotion with the natural dynamics of real faces.
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